National Cybersecurity

Gain a holistic view of cyber risk in your entire nation and quickly leverage this data to improve security and protect critical infrastructure.

Our subscription-based rating platform empowers governmental agencies to continuously measure, monitor and investigate risks in their territory, key industries, and critical infrastructure companies – with the ultimate goal of guaranteeing that essential services are always up and running.

Bitsight for National Cybersecurity takes the burden of manual collection & analysis away so you can rapidly obtain actionable, trustworthy insights into risks and initiate remediation with appropriate parties.

1. Gain an immediate, 360° view of the current state of cybersecurity performance across the entire attack surface in any country

2. Timely and proactively identify, quantify, and solve critical infrastructure security risks toward breach prevention

3. Make better, faster decisions and recommendations through accurate, daily updated, and actionable data

4. Rely on proven externally observable data (200+ billion events daily, 120+ sources, IPs and domains of millions of organizations worldwide) and an advanced algorithm

5. Take action from 23 Risk Vectors available at the click of a button in one single place - instead of siloed and time-consuming gathering processes

6. Access and distribute understandable insights powered by highly visual and customized dashboards, KPIs and reports (both high-level and thorough)